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Glass trends 
Rebecca Clayton, technical sales executive at 
I Q Glass looks at the changing trends in glazing, 
due largely to constant innovations in technology 

A
s in all elc:memsofdeslgn, trends change 

vc:r time. This is therefore true of 
architectural glnzing. Variou things 

throughout all areas of life affi:cr the c crends, 
from rechnology co f:iuhion and popular design. 

Minimal framing is rUI a mon·g, turrenr trend 
in :uchirecture aJ'1d design. U~ing chin framed 
sliding doors Eramdess structural glazing and 
hidden sup pons can creare a clean, fully glazed 
r veal and a Uow floor til ceiling gins~ clevatlon . 

Sliding doors will allow the biggest range of 
minimal framing options available for moving 
parts closely followed by pivot doors . Sliding 
doors will give better weather and thermal 
performance with framings of as little as 2lmm. 
Well-designed sliding door systems can hold 
massive pieces of glass of up to 12 sq m in a 
sliding panel to allow large, nearly frameless 
faces of glazing. 

When using fixed glazing structural glass 
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assemblies will create a frameless glass appear
ance, rhe glass pacers and . iliconc joint on 
show where panels meet. For larger glass con
structions gla s beams and .fins can be used 
instead of framing ro support th ese fr:undes 
elements, continuing the fully glazed appearance. 

On these thicker elements of glass the use of 
low iron glass is preferred. G.l:t$ has a narural 
green tim to it which i much more noticeable on 
thicker elem.cnts of gla such a glass fins and 
beams, which arc norm:illy 4 x I Om.m pieces of 
glass. By reducing the iron content in rhe glas~ 
you reduce this greening dm so these thicker 
elements of glazing appear clearer and less r)o.tice
able on a frameless glass installation. Low iron 
glass is also preferable on large areas of glazing 
where different glass thicknesses will be very close 
to each other such as a framed piece of glass next 
to structural glazing. As framed glazing will use 
thinner pieces of glass than frameless structural 
glass there would be a difference in the tint iflow 
iron glass is not used. 

This frameless effect is also important at the 
head and the base of the glass element in both 
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"Generally one piece of 
glass, a picture window 
will create a striking 
window feature and is 
great on properties with 
a fantastic view" 

moving and fixed parts. [f you can create ;t Hush 

Hoor finish inside to outside the illusion of extra 

space will be dramatic- the internal space How

ing scamlessly into the garden. This is referred to 

as indoor-outdoor living and is a popular design 

technique, especially in smaller spaces. 

Most slim framed sliding doors and pivot 

doors will be able ro create this seamless appear

ance across the floor and ctiling tracks. 

An emerging trend in architectural glazing is 

flush glazing. [t has become popular with the 

growth of frameless structural glass assemblies 

where two structural glass units meet, either in 

line or on a corner. A flush glazed corner or joint 

is achieved with the glass covering the spacers 

within the unit. Opening dour and window sys

tems are now advancing to recreate this flush 

glazed d}ect on all areas of a build. By stepping 

the external panel of glass over the framing yon 

can m:ate a flush external finish and hide all the 

framings and f!xings with only fr,tming visible 

from the inside of a space. 

The surrounding glass that covers the fmme is 

generally back painted to hide all fixings and 

framings, usually in black or dark grey to match 

the parent design of structur,tl glazing. 

Many different types of window and door con

flgurncion and COillhinations are available w give 

y u conrr I over rhc look nnd fLLncrionality of 

your flush glned window and door sysrems. 

These: rypcs of window and d qrs are fast 

becoming popular and can conrrast brilliantly 

with traditional brick and timber as well as 

modern rendering. 
One type of window solution is often under

r;1ted and that is the picture window. These are 

fixed dements of glazing with all frames com

pletely hidden within the building finishes. 

Generally one piece of glass, a picture window 

will create a striking window feature and is great 
on properties with a fant;tstic view. Essentially, 

walls frame the view so no framings distr;tct from 
rhc image- hence rhe name 'pictnre window'. 

This works very well wirh rendered buildings 

where yolt can easily hide all fixings. 
Enq.1SO 
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